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ABSTRACT: Cloud cover provides crucial information for many applications such as planning land observation missions

from space. It remains, however, a challenging variable to forecast, and numerical weather prediction (NWP)models suffer

from significant biases, hence, justifying the use of statistical postprocessing techniques. In this study, ARPEGE (Météo-
France global NWP) cloud cover is postprocessed using a convolutional neural network (CNN). CNN is the most popular

machine learning tool to deal with images. In our case, CNN allows the integration of spatial information contained in NWP

outputs. We use a gridded cloud cover product derived from satellite observations over Europe as ground truth, and

predictors are spatial fields of various variables produced by ARPEGE at the corresponding lead time. We show that a

simple U-Net architecture (a particular type of CNN) produces significant improvements over Europe. Moreover, the

U-Net outclasses more traditional machine learning methods used operationally such as a random forest and a logistic

quantile regression. When using a large number of predictors, a first step toward interpretation is to produce a ranking of

predictors by importance. Traditional methods of ranking (permutation importance, sequential selection, etc.) need im-

portant computational resources. We introduced a weighting predictor layer prior to the traditional U-Net architecture in

order to produce such a ranking. The small number of additional weights to train (the same as the number of predictors)

does not impact the computational time, representing a huge advantage compared to traditional methods.

KEYWORDS: Cloud cover; Model output statistics; Deep learning; Neural networks; Other artificial intelligence/machine

learning

1. Introduction

The highly chaotic nature of the atmospheric dynamic

makes numerical weather prediction (NWP) a difficult task

and errors are frequent. Forecast errors are caused by a com-

bination of inaccurate forcing (initial/boundary conditions)

and incomplete mathematical representation of phenomena.

Cloud forecast in NWP models is a crucial issue, due to many

interactions with dynamics, radiation, surface energy budget

and aerosols. However, cloudiness remains one of the most

difficult parameters to predict (Haiden et al. 2015). Haiden and

Trentmann (2016) demonstrated that the skill of 24-h ECMWF

total cloud cover (TCC) forecasts verified against a set of

European stations improved little over the last decade. In

comparison with other variables, such as 6-h accumulated

precipitation, geopotential, 2-m temperature, or 10-m wind

speed, the skill of NWP TCC forecasts is low (Köhler 2005).
Morcrette et al. (2012) categorized cloud errors to be one of

three basic types: frequency of occurrence, amount when

present and timing errors caused by a time shift in formation.

Location errors are also common. Important known biases are

related to the representation of low-level clouds and fog (Kann

et al. 2010; Román-Cascón et al. 2016; Steeneveld et al. 2015),

and convection cumulus clouds.

Most national weather services add a postprocessing step,

also known as model output statistics (MOS), in order to im-

prove their forecasts. Numerous methods were successfully

used: logistic regression (Walker and Duncan 1967; Hamill

et al. 2004), random forest (Breiman 2001; Zamo et al. 2016),

etc. [see Li et al. (2017) and Vannitsem et al. (2018) for recent

overviews]. However, it is still difficult to know which method

will yield the best results on a given problem. The only way to

pick the best method is to empirically evaluate it.

Although plenty of studies exist on weather forecasts

postprocessing, few concern cloud cover. Hemri et al. (2016)

have postprocessed ensemble cloud cover forecasts from the

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

(ECMWF). The discrete cloud cover was calculated (clas-

sification problem) at several stations locations across the

globe using either a multinomial logistic regression or a pro-

portional odds logistic regression model. Baran et al. (2020)

extended that study by comparing other methods including

random forests and neural networks (NNs). The NN showed the

best performances.

NNs are increasingly used in a wide range of applications

related to atmospheric science [seeGardner andDorling (1998),
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Dueben and Bauer (2018), and Boukabara et al. (2019) for an

overview]. Convolutional neural networks (LeCun et al. 2015)

(CNNs) are a special kind of neural networks processing grid-

like data including images. The goal of a CNN is to extract hi-

erarchical features from the input image through convolutions.

That makes it a suitable tool for working with geophysical data

in order to extract spatial features.

The atmospheric research community has already taken

advantage of CNN’s ability [see Reichstein et al. (2019) for an

overview]. Most of the applications deal with images, for ex-

ample from satellite observations to create cloud masks or

derive rainfalls (Drönner et al. 2018; Moraux et al. 2019), or

from pictures for weather classification (Elhoseiny et al. 2015).

Often, CNNs usingNWPdata as predictors (predictors are also

named features in the deep learning community) are used to

produce either a classification or a pointwise regression, meaning

that the CNN produces a zero dimension result from two di-

mensional data. For example to correct the precipitation forecast

integrated over a region, to estimate if a thunderstorm will pro-

duce large hailstones, or to predict if a storm will generate a tor-

nado (Pan et al. 2019; Gagne et al. 2019; Lagerquist et al. 2019a).

NWPpostprocessing usingCNNs is steadily growing.Vandal et al.

(2018) performed a statistical downscaling of climatic precipita-

tion simulations, using high-resolution topography information.

Baño Medina et al. (2020) applied a similar approach demon-

strating the superiority of CNNs over standard methods like

multiple linear and generalized linear regression models.

Lagerquist et al. (2019b) used CNNs to automatically generate

front maps from the North American Regional Reanalysis.

Again, CNNs outperformed standard methods.

In this study, we evaluate the ability of CNNs to postprocess

ARPEGEcloud cover forecasts on a grid scale. The area and the

dataset are presented in the next section. Section 3 is dedicated

to the presentation of the machine learning algorithms used and

of the forecast evaluation methodology. Results are presented

and discussed in section 4, including a discussion on predictor

importance based on a novel CNN-based method.

2. Data

Our dataset is composed of an analysis of total cloud cover

(cf. section 2b) and modeled data: ARPEGE NWP forecasts

concerning weather fields (cf. section 2c) and SURFEX for

terrain data (cf. section 2d). The analysis is considered as the

ground truth and is used to evaluate ARPEGE and post-

processed TCC forecasts, as well as to train the machine

learning algorithms. All the data were produced on a regular

grid of 0.18 3 0.18 over Europe and its neighborhood (cf.

section 2a). Only data at 1500 UTC are considered across a

2-yr period (2017–18). After removing the dates for which data

are missing, there are 662 days left.

Two motivations justify the use of data from a unique time

step. First, cloud formationmechanisms vary across the diurnal

cycle. For example, fog is common during the night/early

morning because of radiative cooling while convective clouds

are mainly forming during the afternoon. Therefore, there are

different sources of forecast errors across the diurnal cycle.

Second, forecast errors accumulate throughout the simulation.

It is then easier to create a model for each time step. Here, we

present results for 1500 UTC (postprocessing of the 115-h

forecasts) because it is a challenging time because the con-

vection starts to increase making cloud forecast difficult.

a. Area description

We focus our study on a region extending from 208 to 708N in

latitude and from 328W to 428E in longitude (see figures be-

low). This includes many different climates, from the very dry

and sunny Sahara desert to the very cloudy polar conditions of

Iceland.

These heterogeneous conditions inevitably lead to different

cloud cover characteristics. For example, oceans, which rep-

resent a large part of the domain, are characterized by overall

higher cloud fractions (King et al. 2013). Bigmountains, known

to have thicker cloud covers and with a higher occurrence

(Barry 2008), such as the Alps, the Atlas, the Pyrenees, the

Carpathian Mountains, or Turkish mountains are also present

in the area.

b. Analysis of TCC

The analysis of TCC, produced by Météo-France, is derived
from geostationary satellite observations [Meteosat Second

Generation (MSG), Geostationary Operational Environmental

Satellite (GOES), and Himarawi]. The TCC is calculated based

on cloud type classification. The value of a given grid cell cor-

responds to the mean value on an approximate 30-km radius

circle area to approach observations values reported by a human

observer.

Because cirrus are semitransparent, the TCC associated with

an overcast sky of cirrus (with no other types of cloud) is fixed

to a value of 50%. This results in a trimodal distribution, with

local maxima at 0%, 50%, and 100%.

c. ARPEGE data

Action de Recherche Petite Echelle Grande Echelle

(ARPEGE) is the global operational NWP system operated by

Météo-France (Courtier et al. 1991). ARPEGE forecasts run

with a time step of 9min on a stretched grid allowing a 7.5-km

resolution grid mesh over France. The vertical discretization is

performed on 105 levels, with the lowest one at 10m. ARPEGE

is initialized by a 4D-Var data assimilation scheme.

We used the operational weather forecasts of the years 2017

and 2018. The version of the model did not evolve very much

during that period, making the forecasts consistent during

the 2-yr period. The data are produced on a regular 0.18 3
0.18 latitude/longitude grid on a domain encompassing Europe,

North Africa, and part of the Atlantic Ocean (see Fig. 2 for the

extent of the region). Only the 115-h forecasts from the daily

simulations run at 0000 UTC are used (forecasts valid at

1500 UTC). At this time, corresponding to early afternoon

over Europe and Africa (the region is crossed by five time

zones due to its large longitudinal extension), convection starts

to increase making the cloud forecast difficult.

ARPEGE calculates different cloud-related variables [see

Seity et al. (2013) for a detailed description of cloud repre-

sentation in ARPEGE]. First, cloud fractions (CF) are calcu-

lated for each cell (3D variable). They are then interpolated on
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altimetric coordinates at several levels above ground level.

Second, vertical integrated clouds are calculated over three

layers of the troposphere: low-level, midlevel, and high-

level CC (2D variables). Third, convective cloud cover is

calculated. And finally, the TCC over the whole column is

calculated from the previous cloud variables. This is the

ARPEGE forecast to be compared to the TCC analysis.

These cloud variables are used as predictors to calculate

the TCC with the machine learning algorithms. Other vari-

ables from the ARPEGE forecasts are used as predictors:

fundamental meteorological variables such as temperature

and relative humidity (at several levels), sea level pressure,

precipitation, and winds; fluxes (radiative and thermal); at-

mosphere stability-related variables, such as boundary layer

height, convective available potential energy (CAPE), or

vertical difference of temperature.

d. Terrain data

To incorporate spatial context, topography and information

on the type of the soil (proportions of nature, town, sea and

land water bodies for each grid cell) are added to the list of

predictors. We use the topography from the ARPEGE simu-

lations and the types of soil come from the SURFEX model

(Le Moigne et al. 2009). They are static predictors because

they do not vary in the time. Table 1 summarizes the list of

predictors used.

3. Methods

To establish the score baseline, two methods already used in

operations have been tested on our dataset: linear quantile re-

gression (LQR), already used to compute Integrated Forecasting

System (IFS) MOS of total cloud cover over the globe, and

block-MOS random forests (RF) described in Zamo et al.

(2016) for wind speed postprocessing.

a. Linear quantile regression

In this approach, the median of the target variable is mod-

eled as a linear function of a set of covariates, using classical

linear quantile regression (Koenker and Bassett 1978). We

discovered during preliminary studies (not shown here) that

for linear methods, modeling the conditional median allowed

to achieve better scores than modeling conditional mean: due

to the peculiar bimodal distribution of observed and predicted

TCC, ordinary least squares regression would always fail to

predict 0% and 100% values. This is simply due to forecast

errors. The conditional mean of observed TCC values is

never equal to 0 (100%) given raw predicted TCC values of

0 (100%), while conditional median of observed TCC is less

prone to this phenomenon. Here, regressions are estimated

separately for every grid point and lead time.

For numerical estimation of the linear coefficients, we take

advantage of the lqm function of the R lqmm package (Geraci

2014). The function maximizes the log-likelihood of a Laplace

regression. This is equivalent to the minimization of the

weighted sum of absolute residuals (Koenker and Bassett

1978). We faced many numerical problems when estimating

our quantile regression: the current operational ARPEGE

MOS application required estimating 20 3 106 equations cor-

responding to the number of grid points times the number of

lead times—thus requiring a very robust estimation procedure.

We found out that the optimization algorithm based on the

gradient of the Laplace log-likelihood implemented in lqm

function (Bottai et al. 2015) met our requirements in terms of

robustness. Last, predictor selection is performed using the

Bayesian information criterion (BIC; Schwarz 1978) criterion

and a simple backward procedure.

b. Random forest

Random forest (Breiman 2001) is a classical machine

learning technique. In a regression context, RF consists of

TABLE 1. List of ARPEGEand SURFEX variables used as predictors in that study. The full list of variables was used with the CNNswhile

only the variables marked with an asterisk were used with LQR and RFs.

Fundamental meteorological variables

Ts: surface temperature; T 2m: 2-m temperature*; RH 2m: 2-m relative humidity*; RH 100m: 100-m relative humidity; MSLP: mean

sea level pressure*; U and V 100m: zonal and meridional wind components at 100m AGL

Cloud-related variables

LOW LV CC: low-level cloud cover*; MID LV CC: midlevel cloud cover*; HIGH LV CC: high-level cloud cover*; CONV CC:

convective cloud cover*; TCC: total cloud cover*; CF: cloud fraction

Precipitation variables

RR corresponds to 3-h rainfall accumulation, SNOW and LIQ distinguish snow and liquid precipitation, while LS and CONV means

large-scale and convective precipitation

Flux variables

LW net: net longwave radiation at the surface*; H: sensible heat flux; E: evaporation flux; L: latent heat flux; SW net: net shortwave

radiation at the surface*; SWY: ongoing shortwave radiation at the surface

Atmospheric stability

BLH: boundary layer height; DT 100–2m: vertical difference of temperature between 100 and 2 m*; CAPE: convective available

potential energy in the model; MUCAPE: most unstable CAPE.

Other variables

CIWV: column integrated water vapor; ALTI uw 5 273.15K: altitude of the 08C wet-bulb potential temperature level

Terrain variables

ALTI: altitude; FRAC SEA, NATURE, WATER and TOWN: grid cell fraction occupied by seas and oceans, natural surfaces,

continental water bodies, and artificial surfaces (from SURFEX)
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averaging the output of several regression trees (Breiman et al.

1984) whose principle is recalled hereinafter. For a single re-

gression tree, the regression function is built by iteratively

splitting the target variable into two subsets. Splitting is done

by looking for some optimal threshold over the set of quanti-

tative explanatory variables. The splitting variable and the

corresponding threshold is chosen so that the two subsets of

response values have minimum intragroup variance (and

maximum intergroup variance). Classically, a split is called a

node, and final subsets are called leaves. Predicted values are

simply the average of the response data within leaves. Depth of

regression trees may be controlled via a parameter such as

maximum number of nodes, or minimum number of observa-

tions in leaves. In RF, each tree is built according to two ran-

domization schemes: first, training samples are bootstrapped.

Second, during the construction of trees, at each node, a set of

potential splitting variables is randomly selected among the set

of explanatory variables. This randomization aims at building

more independent trees. Each individual tree built this way

would perform less well than a traditional regression tree. But

the averaging response of those rather suboptimal but much

more independent trees reduces variance of errors without

increasing bias (Breiman 2001).

In our application, since we compute MOS across a large

grid (more than 250 000 grid points), we adopt a block-MOS

procedure as in Zamo et al. (2016), which is to build a single

random forest for groups of 3 3 3 grid points, pooling data of

the corresponding grid points. Latitude and longitude are

added as additional predictors, since some grid points may

exhibit different behavior within the block. Compared to

pointwise training, this procedure has two advantages: first, it

limits the number of forests to build during training, thus

limiting the corresponding data to load and store into memory

during operations, and second, it enhances the performances,

since training is computed on far more data, as shown in Zamo

et al. (2016). Preliminary study conducted by means of cross-

validation (not shown here) allowed tuning forests number

of trees: 200 trees are enough to ensure good performances.

We then test whether shallower trees (maximum number of

nodes 5 350, model RF350 hereafter) are equivalent to deeper

trees (maximum number of nodes 5 500, model RF500 here-

after), provided that forest storage size is proportional to the

nodes number.

Both LQRandRF aremethods currently used in operations.

They benefit from several years of experience in tuning and

choosing which predictors are most efficient, which explains

the reduced dataset used with these methods in comparison

with the U-Nets (Table 1). Moreover, LQR being a linear

method, we tend to avoid multicolinearity by reducing the

number of predictors—besides this numerical estimation of the

quantile regression model may fail to converge when too many

covariates are involved.

c. Convolutional neural network

We used a U-Net architecture (Ronneberger et al. 2015),

which is a fully convolutional network (see (Goodfellow et al.

2016) for technical informations and definitions) that generates

images from images, the name of which comes from its

U-shaped architecture in which convolutional layers are sep-

arated first with pooling layers and then with transposed con-

volutional layers. The first phase, with pooling layers, reduces

the size of images, which is known to capture context of input

images. The second phase, with transposed convolutional

layers, increases the size of the contracted images, enabling

precise localization. These particularities fit the needs of

forecast correction.

The architecture used (Fig. 1a) is adapted from that de-

scribed in Ronneberger et al. (2015). We used a padding of 1 in

order to have the same resolution for inputs and outputs of the

U-Net. Adding a padding generates inconsistencies on the

boundaries of the patches. The input patches are then over-

lapped, and the outputs are cropped to remove the boundaries

of the output patches, resulting in 48 3 48 output patches

(orange part in Fig. 1a) from the 64 3 64 input patches.

Moreover, during the training, the patches are generated on

the fly, using a random draw to specify the location of the

patches on the whole map of 541 3 701 grid cells. Thus, there

are 201 886 168 [(541 2 64 1 1) 3 (701 2 64 1 1) 3 662 days]

possible patches, which is pretty large, helping to limit over-

fitting. Also, in order to avoid overfitting, we added a batch

normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy 2015) and a drop out

(Srivastava et al. 2014) after convolutional layers and we in-

troduced an early stopping that stopped the learning when the

loss function calculated on an independent validation dataset

did not improve on 10 successive epochs. The ReLU activation

function is applied after each convolutional layer, except for

the final 1 3 1 convolutional layer in order to produce a re-

gression. Finally, the loss function used is the mean square

error (MSE) since the U-Net is designed to perform a regres-

sion of the TCC value. Additional modifications tested are

described in the next sections. We used the PyTorch library of

Python for the deep learning step, and optimizations con-

cerning the learning phase are described in Kivachuk Burdá
and Zamo (2020).

1) ARCHITECTURE MODIFICATIONS

(i) Modified U-Net

Deep learning algorithms are known to be black boxes.

When many predictors are used, a first step to facilitate the

interpretation of the model consists of estimating a ranking of

predictor importance. Few methods exist. The sequential for-

ward (or backward) selection is a well known method for

performing such ranking. It requires however several trainings

making its application to deep learning algorithms difficult.

The permutation importance method, initially developed for

random forest algorithms (Breiman 2001), was recently used to

interpret CNN results in atmospheric studies (McGovern et al.

2019; Toms et al. 2019). The ranking is then performed after

the training phase, and can require a large computational time.

Selecting the most useful predictors produces a similar

problem. Chapados and Bengio (2001), Similä (2007), Similä
and Tikka (2009), and Tikka (2008) performed such selection

for simple multilayer perceptrons. The loss function was

completed by a block-penalization calculated on the weights of

the first layer associated to each variable, yielding zero weights
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustrating the architecture of theU-Nets used in the study. The red color illustrates

changes between architectures. BN stands for batch normalization. The numbers under the different

blocks indicate the shape of data on the output of the block of calculation at different stages of the

network. TheN represents the number of variables. On the output, the orange part represents the crop

(48 3 48) from the yellow part (64 3 64).
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for useless variables. Selection was not the purpose of our

work, but we developed a new method of ranking, based on a

similar idea, by modifying the traditional U-Net architecture in

order to let it perform its own predictors ranking during its

training. Before going through the U-Net, all the predictors X

are multiplied by a trainable weightw. The inputs of the U-Net

are then wX. The values of the w can be interpreted as coef-

ficients of importance of each predictor (cf. section 4d). We

preferred to add this new layer in order to have a unique weight

by variable, which is easier to interpret than the hundreds of

weights of the first convolutional layer would have been. The

additional computational time is negligible considering that

there are onlyN additional weights to train (withN the number

of predictors used) which in our case is negligible in compari-

son to the number of weights of the U-Net itself, and that there

is no modification of the loss function. This model is called

U-Net3, and its architecture is schematized in Fig. 1b.

(ii) Other minor modifications

Some minor modifications of the U-Net architecture were

tested, mostly in order to add complexity. Max-pooling layers

were replaced by convolutional layers (23 2 kernel, stride5
2, padding 5 0, model U-Net3,down_conv hereafter, Fig. 1d),

which can improve results (Springenberg et al. 2014). The kernel

size was also increased from 3 3 3 to 5 3 5 only for the first

convolutional layers before the first max-pooling layer (model

U-Net3,k5 hereafter, Fig. 1c).

2) TRANSFORMATION OF GROUND TRUTH

(i) Logistic transformation

TCC is a bounded variable with values ranging from 0%

to 100% with a maximum of occurrence for bound values

(U-shaped distribution, cf. Fig. 6i). Two problems arise when

applying machine learning methods to reproduce such vari-

ables: producing the frequent bound values and not producing

values outside of the range. Bottai et al. (2010) proposed the

logistic transformation to deal with such variables:

h(TCC)5 log

�
TCC2TCC

min
1 �

TCC
max

2TCC1 �

�
, (1)

where TCCmin 5 0%, TCCmax 5 100%, and � 5 0.001 (higher

values were also tested, model U-Net3,log0:1 hereafter for � 5
0.1) a small value determining the shape of the transformation,

smaller values of � producing sharper transformations. This

transformation is applied to the analysis as well as theARPEGE

TCC used as a predictor for all machine learning methods

(LQR, RF, and CNN). Note that all TCC values resulting from

postprocessing (LQR, RF, and CNN) are rounded to the

nearest integer number, which allows retrieving 0% and

100% values.

(ii) Smoothed ground truth

The analysis on which we train the U-Net contains a lot of

small-scale spatial variations. It is not realistic to expect the

U-Net to reproduce that heterogeneity (cf. section 4c). A so-

lution could have been to use a generative adversarial network

(Goodfellow et al. 2014) but it is out of the scope of the study.

Moreover, these local variations can be seen as noise and dis-

turb the learning of the model.

Instead, we chose to separate this small-scale heterogeneity

from the large-scale cloud structures. The large-scale TCC is

calculated by smoothing the analysis taking the median value

over a square region of 0.98 3 0.98. The difference between the

smoothed and the rawanalysis is considered to be the small-scale

heterogeneity. A model was trained taking the smoothed anal-

ysis as target (model U-Net3,smooth hereafter). This allows the

U-Net to focus on the representation of large-scale cloud struc-

tures while not trying to reproduce the small-scale variations.

This model, like all the others, is then evaluated in comparison

with the raw ground truth in order to have comparable results.

3) LOSS FUNCTIONS

As explained before, TCC has a U-shaped distribution.

Values different from 0% to 100% are then underrepresented,

which can prevent the good representation of these values by

the U-Net. A common way to balance a dataset is over (or

under) sampling. It consists of duplicate (or remove) under-

represented values (overrepresented values). This is very del-

icate to apply to our dataset because the targets are 2D

continuous data. Another common way, more adapted to our

data, is the weighted loss function (More 2016). It consists of

increasing the importance of the underrepresented values by

increasing the importance of the errors made on these values.

This is done by multiplying the loss function by a weight de-

pending on the value of the corresponding target value, theweight

increasing with the rarefaction of the target value.We defined the

weighted MSE loss function as Lw 5 1/n�
l(ŷ2 y)2 with l 5 3

(this factor was determined after testing entire values from 2 to 5)

for ground truth TCC (y) between 10% and 90%, and l 5 1

otherwise, ŷ the prediction of TCC, and n the number of samples.

Moreover, in order to improve particular aspects of the

prediction, some metrics (hit rate HR, false alarm rate F) were

added to the MSE (test noted U-Net3,L1
). These metrics,

among other metrics used to evaluate the forecasts, are de-

scribed in the next section. After performing some tests, we

defined the loss function as L1 5MSE1 0:1(12HR)1F al-

lowing to have similar order of magnitude for the three terms

of the loss function. A summary of the tests performed with the

U-Net is given in Table 2.

d. Cloud cover forecast evaluation

The evaluation of cloud forecasts follows the World

Meteorological Organization’s (WMO) guidelines (World

Meteorological Organization 2012). First, they recommend

that the truth and model distributions are analyzed and com-

pared. They also recommend that data and results be stratified

(lead time, diurnal cycle, season, geographical region, cloud

cover threshold). We chose thresholds of 10% and 25% to

evaluate clear-sky forecasts and 75% and 90% for cloudy skies.

Moreover, performances are calculated for 3-month seasons

corresponding to meteorological seasons (December–February,

March–May, June–August, and September–November) as well

asmonthly. Performances are also calculated and represented as

maps in addition to regional metrics (see Fig. 2) in order to

perform a spatial evaluation.
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We used traditional metrics to assess continuous variables:

the mean error (ME) and the mean absolute error (MAE).

Moreover, the thresholds defined above allow to evaluate the

representation of different cloud conditions. For example us-

ing the 10% threshold, clear-sky (named ‘‘event’’ in this cur-

rent paragraph) forecast representation is evaluated based on

the contingency table: the proportion correct (PC), which

evaluates the correct classification rate; the hit rate (HR),

which is the good classification rate when the event TCC #

10% was observed; the false alarm rate F, which is the pro-

portion of misclassification when the event was not observed;

the Pierce skill score (PSS 5 HR 2 F), which evaluates the

overall event forecast by balancing the true-positives and the

false-positives fractions; and the false alarm ratio (FAR),

which represents the fraction of misclassification when the

event was forecast. See Wilks (2011) for a detailed description

of these metrics.

We used skill scores to measure the relative improvement

yielded by the CNN compared to ARPEGE. The use of skill

scores is motivated by a desire to equalize the effects of in-

trinsically more or less difficult forecasting situations (very low

cloud amount over North Africa and high amounts over the

north part of the domain), when comparing forecasters or

forecast systems.

To evaluate the significance of the results, we performed a

k-fold cross validation. For each model tested, four trainings

are performed using different training, validation, and test

data. Six-month subsets (January–June and July–December

for 2017 and 2018) are used as test data. The training is performed

using the remaining 18 months divided in a training subset

(16 months, allowing to train on data of all meteorological sea-

sons) and a validation subset (2 months). Then, we bootstrapped

each test subset to evaluate the dispersion ofmetrics (Wilks 2011).

In practice, the bootstrap consisted of 30 random draws with

replacement of 120 dates on each test subset, resulting in a total

of 120 subsets of 120 dates each.Metrics are calculated for each

subset, yielding a distribution for each metric.

4. Results and discussion

a. Comparison of methods

1) STATISTICAL COMPARISON

A summary of performance measures for all the post-

processing methods is given in Fig. 3. All of the different

models improve most of the metrics compared to ARPEGE

forecasts, the only exception being the F score for which values

increase for some models. RF is slightly better than LQR on

most of the metrics, the only exceptions being the PSS for

which there are not significant differences and the HR for

which the LQR is better. RF’s depth does not impact the

performances since there are no significant differences be-

tween theRF350 andRF500. However, theU-Nets globally have

significant better results than the LQR and RF.

The traditional U-Net architecture (U-Net on the Fig. 3) is one

of the models that improve the F score. However, although the

FIG. 2. (left) Mean TCC (%) from the analysis over the 2017–18 period and (right) regions used as stratification

for the evaluation of forecasts: 0 for the mountains (altitude over 800m); 1 for the southern and coastal part of the

Atlantic Ocean; 2 for the northern part of Atlantic Ocean; 3 for the Mediterranean, Black, and Red Seas; 4 for

Africa and the Middle East; 5 for continental Europe; 6 for British Isles; and 7 for Iceland and Greenland.

TABLE 2. Summary of tests performed using the U-Net method. Their different architectures are schematized in Fig. 1.

Name Description

U-Net Basic U-Net, with no specificity: Fig. 1a for the architecture

U-Net3 Adding of the weighting predictors layer prior to the U-Net: Fig. 1b for the architecture

U-Net3,Lw
Same architecture as U-Net3 (Fig. 1b), using a weighted MSE loss function

U-Net3,L1
Same architecture as U-Net3 (Fig. 1b), using a loss function combining MSE, HR, and F

U-Net3,smooth Same architecture as U-Net3 (Fig. 1b), using a smoothed ground truth to train on

U-Net3,log0:1 Same architecture as U-Net3 (Fig. 1b), with a modification of data preprocessing (modification of the � value in

the logistic transformation)

U-Net3,down_conv Same asU-Net3, with replacingmax-pooling layers by 23 2 convolutional layers (see Fig. 1d for the architecture)

U-Net3,k5 Same as U-Net3, with modification of the kernel size, from 3 3 3 to 5 3 5, in the convolutional layers treating

64 3 64 data (see Fig. 1c for the architecture)
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HR increases compared to the ARPEGE forecasts, it is much

lower than with the other models, resulting in low PSS value

compared to the other U-Nets. The modified U-Net archi-

tecture (U-Net3 on the Fig. 3) improves most of the results.

Although the F score slightly increases, the PSS is much

higher due to a larger increase of HR. We have no explana-

tion to the superiority of the U-Net3 architecture over the

U-Net. A hypothesis is that the lower weights of the multi-

plicative layer could help suppress some noise brought by

nonuseful variables. We chose to take this architecture as

baseline, before performing additional architecture modifi-

cations, because of its better global results compared to the

simple U-Net, and because the multiplicative layer is needed

for the ranking of variables.

The other U-Net architectures can be categorized in

three categories: no impact, increase or decrease of hit rate,

and false alarm. Using of a larger kernel for some con-

volutional layers (U-Net3,k5) or training on a smoothed

ground truth (U-Net3,smooth) neither increases nor de-

creases metrics in a significant way. HR, F, and FAR

decrease in U-Net3,log0:1, U-Net3,Lw
and U-Net3,down_conv. As

expected, the weighted loss function, with an increase of

penalization for intermediate TCC values (between 10%

and 90%), diminishes the absolute errors made on these

values (MAE for these values drops from 35.6% to 32.8%),

but increases them for other values (MAE increases from

11.5% to 12.3% for TCC # 10% and from 8.5% to 9.0% for

TCC $ 90%). The TCC fields are smoother (not shown),

producing a flattening/smoothing of the distribution ex-

plaining a decrease of classification metrics (except for

PC). The modification of the logistic transformation also

improves the representation of intermediate values by

increasing the range of transformed values dedicated to

these intermediate values. This has the same effect as the

weighted loss function (flattening of the distribution and

better representation of intermediate values balanced by

increase of errors on other values). The U-Net3,down_conv

has the same effect for unknown reasons. Using a loss

function combining MSE, HR, and F [U-Net3,L1
with the loss

function L1 5MSE1 0:13 (12HR)1F] causes an increase

FIG. 3. Summary of performances—(a) MAE, (b) HR, (c) F, (d) PSS, (e) FAR, and (f) PC—for the ARPEGE forecast and its post-

process using LQR, RF, and U-Nets, represented with boxplots. The U-Net corresponds to the traditional U-Net architecture while the

‘‘3’’ in U-Net3 means that the weighted predictors layer was added. The subscript log0.1 corresponds to the modification of the

L1 5MSE1 0:13 (12HR)1F. The subscriptLw corresponds to the weighted loss function, where squared errors aremultiplied by 3 for

true TCC between 10% and 90%. See section 3 for a description of the other notations. For each metric, signs indicate whether high/low

values are better (green ‘‘1’’) or worse (red ‘‘2’’).
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of classification metrics (except the PC and in lower proportion

the PSS).

Comparison of classification metrics on other thresholds

(TCC # 25%, TCC $ 75%, TCC $ 90%) led to the same re-

sults (improvement of metrics for all methods in comparison

with ARPEGE and superiority of U-Nets over RFs and LQR).

There is only one exception, for thresholds evaluating the

representation of very cloudy conditions (TCC$ 75%, TCC$

90%), F and FAR scores worsen after postprocessing. This is

explained by a large underestimation of occurrence of those

conditions in ARPEGE, leading to few false alarms. However,

it is balanced by a poor capacity of detection of these condi-

tions in ARPEGE (HR low), leading to improvement of HR

and PSS values after postprocessing.

There is no one CNN that outperforms the others. The

modifications, relatively to the U-Net3, either improved the

regression or the detection of clear sky or the detection of high

TCC values, but not at the same time. Finally, the U-Net3 has

the best overall performances, balancing between detection of

clear and covered sky and regression precision. We then ana-

lyze its results on the following.

2) OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Implementation difficulty is crucial in operational calcula-

tions. There are two key parameters to consider: the size of the

model, which has to be as light as possible, and the running

time needed to process one forecast, which has to be as small as

possible to ensure a quick forecast. The RFs are much heavier

(some gigaoctets) than the LQR and the U-Nets (some meg-

aoctets). Concerning the time of calculation, it takes only a few

seconds to process an example across the whole domain using

the U-Net on a graphics processing unit (GPU), which is cor-

rect considering that forecasts are for several hours ahead.

3) TCC FIELD CHARACTERISCTICS

The TCC fields of the analysis, ARPEGE, theRF350, and the

U-Net3 have all very specific particularities that make them

easily recognizable (Fig. 4). Note that we only compare these

two MOS methods because all the U-Nets have the same

characteristics and the RFs and the LQR have the same

characteristics, but RF350 is less complex than RF500 and

reached better performances than the LQR.

In the analysis, clear-sky areas have very sharp contours.

Cloudy areas are either large areas of overcast, or areas of inter-

mediate values generally characterized by an important spatial

variability. In ARPEGE, the TCC field is smoother, with much

more intermediate values leading to an underestimation of the

occurrence of overcast conditions. TheRF350 has the better visual

agreement thanks to a high spatial variability on some areas and

a better representation of the occurrence of overcast conditions

relatively to the ARPEGE forecasts. The most striking problem

concerns the representation of intermediate values. The U-Net3
TCC field is very smooth, and most of the time might lead one to

think of a smoothed version of the RF350. The same problemwith

intermediate values occurs. Generally, differences between the

two postprocessing models are light, concern areas of high spatial

variability and are at the advantage of theU-Net3. Moreover, the

spatial extension of clear-sky areas is better in the U-Net3, which

is visible over Scandinavia, over Ireland and northwest from

Iceland for 2 January 2017 in Fig. 4.

An illustration of the improvements between the ARPEGE

and U-Net3 forecasts is given on Fig. 5. The situation of the

FIG. 4. Comparison of TCC values (%) for 2 Jan 2017 for the analysis of (a) TCC, (b) ARPEGE, (c) the RF350, and

(d) the U-Net3.
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FIG. 5. Comparison between the TCCvalues (%) of the (a)–(c)ARPEGE forecasts, (d)–(f) the analysis, and (g)–(i) theU-Net3 outputs.

The forecast errors are represented (j)–(l) for ARPEGE and (m)–(o) for the U-Net3, whereas (p)–(r) the improvement between

ARPEGE and the U-Net3. In the three bottom rows, the mean sea level pressure contours are represented in green. Three situations are

represented: (left) 14 Jan 2017, (center) 6 Feb 2017, and (right) 2 Jul 2017 all at 1500 UTC.
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14 January 2017 perfectly highlights two key characteristics of

the U-Net3 results: better localization and intermediate values

difficulty. The improvement on the localization is particularly

visible for clear-sky areas, for which the extent was over-

estimated in ARPEGE, especially over the French and Spanish

shore of the Mediterranean Sea where the clear-sky area is very

localized. Concerning cloudy areas, intermediate values are not

well represented, resulting in too cloudy results for U-Net3,

which balances with the too clear forecasts of ARPEGE. It is a

recurrent bias both for the U-Net3 and ARPEGE for large

areas of intermediate values of TCC. The situation of 2 July 2017

is similar concerning the improvement of the localization,

leading to a better forecast of a large overcast area over Europe

which was too clear in ARPEGE.

At 1500 UTC 6 February 2017 (middle column of Fig. 5),

there was a low pressure system centered on theAtlantic Ocean,

south of Iceland. The important cloud cover associated with that

system is underestimated in ARPEGE. Too-clear sky over lows

is a recurrent error in ARPEGE. The U-Net3 slightly overes-

timates the TCC on that situation, as a result of the difficulty to

represent intermediate values. However, the U-Net3 is closer to

the analysis than is ARPEGE, representing an improvement of

the forecast of this situation in particular, repeated for most low

pressure systems on the Atlantic (see also Fig. 4 for another

example with a low pressure system centered off Portugal).

These three situations also highlight the recurrent too-clear sky

associated with marine clouds in ARPEGE, and the effective-

ness of the U-Net3 to improve their forecasts.

b. Climatological and seasonal results of the U-Net3

On the full domain, the traditional U-shaped distribution of

the TCC is well marked in the analysis as well as in the

ARPEGE and U-Net3 forecasts (Fig. 6, bottom right). In

ARPEGE, there is a flattening of the distributions, for all

subregions, resulting in an underprediction of overcast and

clear-sky conditions and an overprediction of intermediate

cloud covers. Crocker and Mittermaier (2013) also noticed a

flattening of the distribution in theMetUMmodel. Overall, the

U-Net3 corrects the forecast of occurrence of clear sky and

overcast. However, the subregion distributions reveal a ten-

dency to overestimate the condition with the higher occur-

rence: too many forecasts of clear sky over Africa and seas or

too many forecasts of overcast over British Isles and the

northern part of theAtlantic Ocean. It is the sign that theU-Net3
overreacts to the climatic differences.

The proportion of clear sky also highlights the overrepresen-

tation of climatic characteristics by theU-Net3 (Fig. 7b), although

the proportions are closer to the analysis than the ARPEGE

forecasts. This results in an improvement of the classification (PC)

skill over the entire domain (Fig. 7r), with maximum skill im-

provements over the northern part of the Atlantic and Egypt,

corresponding to the least clear and most clear regions, respec-

tively.On the other hand, theFARskill decreases overAfrica as a

result of the overestimation of clear-sky occurrence (Fig. 7o).

Likewise, the F skill decreases over Africa (Fig. 7i). Over the

Atlantic, the overestimation of overcast occurrence results in a

decrease of the HR skill since very few clear skies are forecast

(Fig. 7f). Overall, the prediction improves over most of the

domain, except over Africa and the northern part of the Atlantic

Ocean (Fig. 7l).

The mean TCC is also a good way with which to evaluate the

climatology of the forecasts. First, the latitudinal gradient, char-

acteristic of climate differences with an increase of the values with

the increase of the latitude, is well reproduced in ARPEGE

(Fig. 8a).However, themaxima are notwell reproduced, resulting

in a positivemean deviation overAfrica andmostly negative over

the rest of the domain (Fig. 8d). The U-Net3 also reproduces

the latitudinal gradient. However, as already seen before, and

contrary to ARPEGE, the maxima are slightly overestimated

(Fig. 8b). There is, however, a better agreement with the analysis

for the U-Net3 than for ARPEGE forecasts, which is also con-

firmed by the lower mean error values (Fig. 8e). The area off

Africa appears to be the region with the highest errors, which was

not the case with the classification metrics. This is discussed in

section 4c, as are some other strengths and limitations.

Besides regional climatological differences, the cloud cover is

also marked by seasonal variations which influence forecast per-

formances.Over the southern part of theAtlanticOcean, over the

seas of southern Europe and over Europe (we selected these re-

gions over the eight described on the Fig. 2 because they have a

very clear seasonal cycle which is easier to interpret), there is a

clear seasonal cycle with a maximum of cloud cover during the

winter (Fig. 9). As for the representation of the climatology, the

U-Net3 exaggerates the seasonal cycle, with an overestimation of

cloud covers during the winter and an underestimation during the

summer. It is, however, better than the ARPEGE forecasts, es-

pecially over the southern part of the Atlantic where the seasonal

cycle is barely represented.

Classification metrics follow the same seasonal cycle, with an

increase in the HR and Fmetrics as a result of the decrease of the

mean TCC. Note that the U-Net3 generally improves the HR

metric relative toARPEGE(only one exception in February 2018

over the southern part of the Atlantic), while the F worsen most

of the time. This is a result of the underestimation of clear-sky

conditions in ARPEGE (flattened distribution) while they are

overestimated by the U-Net3. Indeed, the overestimation facili-

tates the detection of clear-sky conditions (increase of HR) but it

also increases the false alarms. The PSS cycle has different spec-

ificities as it evaluates the capacity of the model to distinguish

between the two classes. Its worst performances generally occur

during the season with the biggest differences between the two

TCCclasses:minimumof cloudy conditions occurrence during the

summer over the southern Europe seas andminimum occurrence

of clear-sky conditions during the winter over Europe. On that

point, the situation of the southern part of theAtlantic is different,

which can result from the higher spatial variability (cf. section 4c).

This relationship is generalized over the whole domain

(Fig. 10), except that the proportion of clear-sky conditions

decreases during the summer over some regions such as Africa

or mountainous regions.

c. Strengths and weaknesses

1) PERFORMANCES ON THE REGRESSION

Figure 11 represents the cumulative distribution of absolute

errors for three classes of TCC values (a perfect prediction
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would have all its points on the x-axis 0). For example, for the

U-Net3 forecasts of the class TCC$ 90%, there are 67%of data

with an error of 0 while 90% of data have an error smaller than

20%. Concerning the low (#10%) and high ($90%) values of

TCC, theU-Net3 improves the precision of the forecast. For the

low TCC values, the number of errors of magnitude lower than

50% decreases while it is stable for greater magnitudes. For the

high TCC values, there is an improvement in the accuracy in-

dependently of themagnitude of errors. On the contrary, there is

no improvement in the accuracy concerning intermediate values

of TCC. Worse, both ARPEGE and U-Net3 predictions seem

to have no more skill than a random forecast (in gray on

Fig. 11c). Note that the distribution of the random forecast

errors does not follow the x5 y line because of the unbalanced

TCC distribution, which produces more errors in the range

0%–50% than in the range 50%–90%. Intermediate values of

TCC are generally related to high spatial heterogeneity, which

is difficult for the U-Net3 to reproduce, as detailed hereafter.

2) LOCAL VARIABILITY

The southwestern corner of the domain, the Atlantic Ocean

off Africa, is particular since regarding themean absolute error

FIG. 6. Distribution of TCC per region as defined in Fig. 2, for the analysis of TCC (blue), ARPEGE (red), and the U-Net3 (green). The

distributions on the full domain are compared in the bottom-right panel.
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values (Figs. 8g,h) it seems to be a challenging area, both for

ARPEGE and the U-Net3. The low value of mean cloud cover

is well reproduced, however, by the forecasts (Figs. 8a–c).

First, this area approximately corresponds to the position

of the North Atlantic Gyre (a clockwise-rotating system of

currents in the North Atlantic), which is consistent with the

results of King et al. (2013) who showed that oceanic gyres are

always associated with a local minimum of cloudiness. We did

not use oceanographic data to train the CNNs. Adding oceanic

current data, sea surface height or sea surface temperature

FIG. 7. Comparison of classification metrics in the 2017–18 period between ARPEGE and the U-Net3.
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(SST) could potentially help to improve the prediction over that

region—correlations have already been identified between, on

one hand SST and low troposphere stratification, and on the

other hand low-level clouds and marine stratus and stratocu-

mulus clouds (Norris and Leovy 1994; Eastman et al. 2011).

Second, the analysis of TCC contains some local high spatial

variability areas (mackerel sky, marine stratocumulus clouds

for example). We define the variability of a TCC field as the

difference between the ‘‘raw’’ and a smoothed version of that

field, as described in the section 3c(2)(ii). A climatology of

these variabilities is represented on Fig. 12. Although the

North Atlantic Gyre area is the most heterogeneous area, both

ARPEGE and theU-Net3 are unable to reproduce that (lower

values, showing small differences between the ‘‘raw’’ and

smoothed U-Net3 TCC fields resulting from low spatial vari-

ability), explaining the lower precision of calculations. The

Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate that lack of spatial variability in theU-Net3
and in a less extent in ARPEGE. Moreover, the comparison of

the variability with the MAE of the ARPEGE forecasts (Fig. 8g)

shows a high correlation with an increase of MAE with the in-

crease of variability. This is even more obvious for the MAE of

the U-Net3 predictions (Fig. 8h).

Third, the proportion of intermediate values of TCC (be-

tween 10%and 90%) is higher in that region (Fig. 6). However,

as detailed before, the U-Net3 obtained its worst results on

these values (Fig. 11). Concerning marine stratocumulus

clouds (MSC), they are very sensitive to the aerosols load in the

atmosphere, with a high amount leading to closed cells for

which the TCC is generally close to 100%, whereas lower

amounts lead to open cells that have typical TCC less than 65%

(Wood et al. 2008, 2011). Adding aerosol content data could

therefore help differentiate these two regimes of MSC for a

better representation of intermediate values and the associated

variability.

3) MOUNTAINS

Mountainous regions (the Alps, the Cantabrian Mountains,

the Atlas, the Balkans, the Carpathian Mountains, the Italian

peninsula, the Massif Central, the Pyrenees, . . .) present inter-

esting local patterns with an increase of the mean TCC in

comparison with the values of the surrounding regions (Fig. 8c),

also visible with a decrease of the clear-sky occurrence (Fig. 7c).

This is in agreement with Barry (2008), who details that cloud

cover over mountainous regions is generally thicker and has a

higher occurrence.

Complex terrain areas are known to be challenging for

weather forecast due to the misrepresentation of topography

and use of inappropriate parameterizations (Goger et al.

2016), especially for global models and their coarse resolu-

tion. This is confirmed in the ARPEGE forecasts with an

FIG. 8. Comparison of TCCARPEGE andU-Net3 forecasts. The mean TCC values over the 2-yr period for (a) ARPEGE, (b) the U-Net3,

and (c) the analysis are compared. (d)–(f) Themean errors (against the analysis) for ARPEGE in (d) and theU-Net3 in (e), while (f) represents

themean difference between theU-Net3 andARPEGE.Themean absolute errors of (g)ARPEGEand (h) theU-Net3 aswell as (i) the related

skill score are represented. All the values are in percent.
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underestimation of the mean TCC over mountainous re-

gions, resulting in local decrease of ME and local increase of

MAE. Vionnet et al. (2016) also reported an underestima-

tion of cloud cover over the French Alps using the high-

resolution model AROME.

We evaluate the TCC forecasts using an analysis based on

satellite observations, which can meet difficulties over highly

reflective surfaces, such as snow cover over mountains during

winter. However, a seasonal evaluation reveals that there is

an increase of forecast errors during the summer (and in

lower proportions during the spring) correlated with an in-

crease of the underestimation of the mean cloud cover fore-

cast (not shown). This is associated with an increase in the

convective clouds amount that are clearly underpredicted

in ARPEGE.

Globally the U-Net3 reproduces well the local maximum of

mean TCC over mountainous terrains resulting in local high

skill score values. This shows that the U-Net3 has integrated

this geographic feature and is able to handle the mountainous

terrain forecasts limitations.

d. Predictor importance

The modified U-Net architecture we used (U-Net3), in

which before going through the U-Net, each predictor is mul-

tiplied by a weight, allows to perform a ranking of predictors.

The values of these weights are presented in Fig. 13. We in-

terpret them as a marker of the importance of predictors, the

larger the weight, the most important the predictor. There is a

clear ranking of values, giving a relative importance of each

variable. The net ordering of values makes the ranking re-

sulting from the U-Net3 clear.

These results show importance of predictors in the particular

case of the model we analyze (U-Net3), but they cannot be

used to generalize on the usefulness of variables in cloud cover

postprocessing. For example, some predictors could be classi-

fied as useless because they do not add additional information

FIG. 9. Monthly metrics calculated for the South Atlantic Ocean; Mediterranean, Black, and Red Seas; and Europe as described in Fig. 2.

Colors for the figures in the second and third rows are the same as the first row, red for ARPEGE and green for the U-Net3.
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beyond other predictors (redundancy of useful information).

However, small differences between the values of the four

models trained for the cross validation gives an insight of the

stability of these results.

1) CLOUD-RELATED VARIABLES

Three kind of cloud-related variables were used: the TCC,

cloud covers (CC) for specific conditions or atmospheric layer

and cloud fractions (CF) at different altitudes. Five of the

sevenmost important variables are directly related to clouds. It

is obvious that the TCC is very important since it is the value

we try to correct. The CF at 500m contains some redundant

information with CFs at 100 and 1000m, as demonstrated by

the correlation coefficients R: R100/500 5 0.49, R500/1000 5 0.59,

R100/1000 5 0.28.

Although the CC calculated for the lowest part of the at-

mosphere (LOW LV CC) is used to calculate the TCC, it is an

important predictor. Low-level clouds representation in NWP

is generally challenging, making the variable possibly very

inaccurate. In ARPEGE, there is a recurrent underestimation

of MSC that leads to important underestimations of TCC over

the Atlantic, and the same underestimation occurs over land.

The U-Net3 probably uses the low-level CC to correct these

errors, that it does correct most of the time, hence the impor-

tance of CC at this level despite the forecast errors. The same

forecast difficulties concern the convective CC which is one of

the most important predictors (CONVCC, 7th predictor in the

ranking) in contrast to CC for the middle (MID LV CC, 18th),

and the high (HIGHLVCC, 20th) part of the atmosphere. It is

not clear how convective clouds can help, but it is likely that

some important forecast errors, on this variable that is also

very challenging, can help the same way low-level clouds do.

Finally, even if it is not directly related to them, clouds affect

the LW net radiation (LW net) by blocking the outgoing ra-

diations, which can explain its importance (second predictor in

the ranking). Another important predictor is the boundary

layer height (BLH). which is a marker of the atmospheric

stability. This can explain its importance because stability

FIG. 10. Comparison of U-Net3 classification metrics between the winter (December–February) and the summer (June–August).
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impacts cloud formation under unstable conditions through

convection, and under stable conditions when cooling enables

radiation fog (radiation fog may not occur often in our case

because we use 1500 UTC data).

2) PRECIPITATION VARIABLES

After cloud-related variables, some precipitation variables

appear to be important, which makes sense given the fact that

there is no rain without clouds. Large-scale precipitations

(RR SNOW LS and RR LIQ LS) are more important than

convective ones (RR SNOW CONV and RR LIQ CONV).

When large-scale rainfall amount exceeds at least 1mm over

3 h, most of the TCC of the analysis reach 100% (92% of

values). This makes large-scale precipitation a good predictor

with which to diagnose the occurrence of very cloudy sky,

which the U-Net3 kept since 99% of the TCC associated with

rainfall amount exceeding that threshold reach 100%. For the

same threshold, only 60% of the values (analysis) reach a

TCC of 100% for convective precipitations, making the di-

agnosis of very cloudy sky using convective precipitations

harder than with large-scale precipitations. The U-Net3 also

kept that correlation since it mainly produces overcast

situations.

Several reasons can explain the differences between large-

scale and convective precipitations. It is well known that the

representation of convective clouds is a challenging task for

NWP. Their extension is limited in space and in time which

complicates even more their localization with precision. On a

0.18-resolution grid, it is then possible that a fraction of the grid

cell remains clear, the associated TCC being then lower than

100%. Large-scale precipitations are generally associated with

large cloud structures (stratiform clouds), for which the TCC

values definitely reach 100%.

Moreover, we used precipitation amounts over the previous

3 h. Concerning convective precipitations, it is likely that pre-

cipitations were concentrated at the beginning of those 3 h and

that the sky has already started to clear. The large extent of

cloud structures associated with large-scale precipitations is

less sensitive to that phenomenon.

We attempted to see whether or not the U-Net3 reacts di-

rectly to the value of precipitation. During the test step, large-

scale precipitation values lower than 1mm were enhanced to

1mm. Despite nonlinearities, knowing that this threshold is

generally associated to overcast conditions, we expected the

TCC to increase. The opposite occurred, however, with a

diminution of TCC. The modifications on the precipitations

smoothed the field, leading to the reduction of the gradients.

This suggests that the CNN focuses on the spatial structures of

precipitation areas (extent, spatial gradient) more than on the

precipitation amount.

FIG. 12. Mean absolute error (%) calculated between the raw TCC and its smoothed version for (a) the analysis, (b) ARPEGE, and

(c) the U-Net3. For each grid cell, the smoothed value corresponds to the median value over a 0.98 3 0.98 area centered on that grid cell.

Here, absolute errors (departure from the smoothed value) represent the spatial TCC variability. The higher the values, the higher the

heterogeneity.

FIG. 11. Comparison of the cumulative distribution of absolute errors (%) in ARPEGE and the U-Net3 relatively to the TCC value:

(a) TCC # 10%, (b) TCC $ 90%, and (c) 10% , TCC , 10%. The errors calculated on a randomly generated dataset are in gray.
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5. Conclusions

CNNs are becoming themost popular deep learning tool and

their specialization for extracting spatial information is suited

for use on atmospheric sciences. We applied CNNs to post-

process the TCC forecasts of the ARPEGE model and evalu-

ated their ability by comparison with approved machine

learning techniques traditionally used in NWP postprocessing

(and operationally used in Météo-France): random forests

and a logistic quantile regression. The LQR and RF have at-

tained similar performances, but the LQR is operationally

easier to implement. CNNs are considerably better than the

LQR and the RFs.

Themain difference between theRF andCNN results (LQR

and RFs share the same characteristics) concerns the repre-

sentation of local spatial variability. The RF reproduces this

while the CNN produces very smoothed TCC fields, which

seems to prove an advantage. Moreover, the CNN locates

areas of overcast and clear sky with better precision. This

demonstrates the ability of CNNs to improve NWP outputs.

The CNN has trouble predicting intermediate TCC values

with precision. There is no more forecast skill than a random

forecast for these values, which does not improve the

ARPEGE forecasts. On the other hand, the CNN improves

forecasts over mountainous regions, where errors were large

in ARPEGE. The CNN also corrects the recurrent too clear

sky of ARPEGE forecasts over low pressure systems, as well

as those linked to low-level cloud errors, although it gen-

erally produces too cloudy sky. This kind of overcorrection

is also visible on the climatological and seasonal scale. The

CNN exaggerates local maxima of mean TCC, leading to

difficulties in detecting cloudy conditions over Africa and

clear-sky conditions over the northern part of the Atlantic.

The amplitude of the seasonal cycle of the mean TCC was

generally underestimated in ARPEGE, and although it is

overestimated with the CNN, its representation is better.

Performances of the CNN, such as ARPEGE performances,

are then impacted by the seasonal cycle and climatological

differences. It would be interesting to apply CNNs to other

forecast time-steps to study the diurnal cycle as well as the

forecast degradation along the simulation.

We introduced a novel method for the ranking of predictors

by importance. Contrary to traditional methods, such as per-

mutation importance and sequential selection, the ranking is

performed during one unique training and is negligible in ad-

ditional computational time. It consists of a weighting predic-

tor layer prior to the traditional U-Net architecture. As

expected, cloud-related variables are very important. Besides

the ARPEGETCC that is to be corrected, low-level CC is very

important despite their common forecast errors. Actually, it

seems that these errors are useful for the CNN, especially be-

cause of the recurrent too clear-sky forecasts associated with

low-level cloud. Besides, large-scale precipitations are found to

be more important than convective precipitations. It is not

clear, however, how the CNN uses that information.
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